A monumental move for us means monumental opportunities, and we need your help to make the exciting opportunities ahead of us a reality.

Our aim is to raise $1 million for The Center Fund. Your contribution to BAF will fund exciting new programming at the Center, from comprehensive design workshops for youth through our Kids in Design initiatives to thought-provoking exhibitions.

Great ideas start by sharing. What legacy will your company build at Baltimore’s newest design and architecture hub? Start with a corporate donation of support to ensure generations of Baltimorians have access to collaborative and innovative education at The Center.
## Support the Center Fund

### $25,000
- Largest size panel for permanent recognition on Center donor wall: Logo and company name
- Recognition on Center website as a Center fund donor: Logo and company name
- Use of the Center space for your event
- Opportunity for an Exhibition in the Center Gallery
- Recognition at annual events during the Center Inaugural year and AIA’s 150th Anniversary year (2021) as a Center fund donor
- 4 tickets for all major networking and public AIA Baltimore|BAF events during Inaugural year; including Excellence in Design Awards Celebration, Doors Open Baltimore Kick-off Lecture (often sold out), and BAF’s annual Groundhog Day Party
- Recognition as Center Fund donor in all digital and print communications about the Center opening during inaugural year

### $10,000
- Name recognition on permanent donor wall in Center: company name
- Name recognition on Center website as a Center fund donor: company name
- Recognition at annual events during the Center Inaugural year and AIA’s 150th Anniversary year (2021) as a Center fund donor
- 2 tickets for all major networking and public AIA Baltimore|BAF events during Inaugural year; including Excellence in Design Awards Celebration, Doors Open Baltimore Kick-off Lecture (often sold out), and BAF’s annual Groundhog Day Party
- Recognition as Center Fund donor in all digital and print communications about the Center opening during inaugural year

### $5,000
- Name recognition on permanent donor wall in Center: company name
- Priority invitation to pre-purchase tickets for any major AIA Baltimore|BAF event during Inaugural year; including Excellence in Design Awards Celebration, Doors Open Baltimore Kick-off Lecture (often sold out), and BAF’s annual Groundhog Day Party
- Recognition at annual AIA Baltimore|BAF events as a Center fund donor during the Center Inaugural year
- Recognition as Center Fund donor in all digital and print communications about the Center opening during inaugural year

### $2,500
- Recognition at annual AIA Baltimore|BAF events as a Center fund donor during the Center Inaugural year
- Recognition as Center Fund donor in all digital and print communications about the Center opening during inaugural year

### $1,000
- Recognition at annual AIA Baltimore|BAF events as a Center fund donor during the Center Inaugural year
- Recognition as Center Fund donor in all digital and print communications about the Center opening during inaugural year

### $500
- Recognition at annual AIA Baltimore|BAF events as a Center fund donor during the Center Inaugural year
- Recognition as Center Fund donor in all digital and print communications about the Center opening during inaugural year